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Experimental results on turbulence and transport from ohmically heated C-Mod plasmas are 

presented where the main ion species, deuterium, was diluted up to 30% relative to the 

electron density by injection of medium to low Zi impurity gases (nitrogen or neon). The 

density was scanned to cover both the “linear confinement” (LOC) and saturated 

confinement (SOC) regimes with fixed BT and Ip up to 1.2 MA (q95= 3.3). Phase Contrast 

Imaging  (PCI) diagnostic showed significant reduction of turbulence due to dilution of the 

main deuterium ion population and at the same time, the ion thermal diffusivity was 

reduced by factors of up to 3 in the plasma core at 0.6 < r/a < 0.9 as predicted by the TGLF 

code [1]. Comparisons between gyrokinetic code predictions (GYRO) based on synthetic 

diagnostic methods compared favorably with the measured fluctuating density spectrum by 

the calibrated PCI diagnostic. Dilution by nitrogen seeding was found to decrease the ion 

temperature gradient scale lengths in the outer regions of the plasma where ITG modes 

were dominant. In this paper we report new results from experiments by injecting neon that 

may be more adoptable to ITER due to less impact on tritium retention in the walls. The 

results obtained were very similar to the nitrogen seeding experiments: the ion heat 

transport was reduced, neutron production increased due to the higher ion temperatures, 

effectively mitigating the increased radiative losses due to the higher Zi of neon, while the 

ohmic input power and the overall global confinement remained unchanged. 
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